73rd Geary Annual Invitational Tournament
January 6th & 7th, 2017
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Jason Kelle TASCOSA
Bout: 249
Xavier Collins COLLINS
Bout: 573

KJ Wofford DELCITY
Bout: 250
Marcus Robinson ARK CITY
Bout: 735

Copp Gomez ALTUS
Bout: 251
Verrell Scholes TULUNION
Bout: 574

Zach Phanes BROARROW
Bout: 252
Landon Holt GEARY
Bout: 828

Ryder Ramsey TUTTLE
Bout: 253
Blake Sargent SANDSPRI
Bout: 575

Brett Taylor ARMARTIN
Bout: 254
Connor Holman CHOCTAW
Bout: 736

Chris Canion BLAIR
Bout: 255
Xavier Galazar RORANCH
Bout: 576

Drew Wheat MVC
Bout: 256
Xavier Torres RANDALL

Champion
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Skylan Johnson TULUNION
Bout: 261
Trey Painter WMOORE
Bout: 599
Jefferson Speed CHOCTAW
Bout: 262
Willy Kateer BLAIR
Bout: 743

Nicholas Baham ARK CITY
Bout: 263
Teddrick Thomas LAWTON
Bout: 590
RU Walker MWC
Bout: 264
Tony Zepeda RAN dall
Bout: 844
Champion

Samuel More TASCOSA
Bout: 265
Bye
Bout: 591

Parker Richardson ARMARTIN
Bout: 266
Kurt Brophy NO NORTH
Bout: 744

Payton Scott SANDEPRI
Bout: 267
Dustin Prell TUTTLE
Bout: 592
Ryan Rofford RORANCH
Bout: 268
Kennedi Johnson GEARY
Bout: 152
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Ross Shawnee GEARY
   Bout: 289
   Caleb Wise BORARROW
   Bout: 593
   Nath Aamy SANDSPRI
   Bout: 290
   Rya Haymaker COLLINS
   Bout: 745
   Dawson Loving ALTUS
   Bout: 291
   Maron Manning ARKODY
   Bout: 594
   Gavin O'Brien RANDALL
   Bout: 292
   Joseph Messer MORNORTH
   Bout: 848
   Trey Odum TULUNION
   Bout: 293
   Bye
   Bout: 595
   Devin Pearcy ARMARTIN
   Bout: 294
   Orin Gutierrez RIORANCH
   Bout: 746
   Jaryn Curry CHOCTAW
   Bout: 295
   Carson Derryhill TUTTLE
   Bout: 596
   Jon Hei TASCOSA
   Bout: 296
   Hunter Jump LAWTIMAC

Champion
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Dion Brown GEARY
Bout: 321

Calvin Poole CHICKASAW
Bout: 609

Bye
Bout: 322
Juan Lopez TACOSOA

Bye
Bout: 753

Austir Baker ARMARTIN
Bout: 323
Michael Walker TULUNION
Bout: 510

Brandon Lawton LAW/MAC
Bout: 324

JD Eddie TUTTLE

Chase Holland DECATURY
Bout: 325

Bye
Bout: 611

Chase Singletary BLAIR
Bout: 326

Nash Cortez BOW/ARROW
Bout: 754

Bye
Bout: 327

Devon Jordan SANDSPRINT
Bout: 612

Joseph Aroye ALTUS
Bout: 328

Jose Martinez RIO/RANCH

Champion